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C++ Class Access ModifiersC++ Class Access Modifiers

Data hiding is one of the important features of Object Oriented Programming which allows preventingData hiding is one of the important features of Object Oriented Programming which allows preventing
the functions of a program to access directly the internal representation of a class type. The accessthe functions of a program to access directly the internal representation of a class type. The access
restriction to the class members is specified by the labeled restriction to the class members is specified by the labeled public, private,public, private, and  and protectedprotected sections sections
within the class body. The keywords public, private, and protected are called access specifiers.within the class body. The keywords public, private, and protected are called access specifiers.

A class can have multiple public, protected, or private labeled sections. Each section remains in effectA class can have multiple public, protected, or private labeled sections. Each section remains in effect
until either another section label or the closing right brace of the class body is seen. The defaultuntil either another section label or the closing right brace of the class body is seen. The default
access for members and classes is private.access for members and classes is private.

class Base { class Base {   

   public:   public:  

      // public members go here      // public members go here  

      protected:      protected:  

    

   // protected members go here   // protected members go here  

   private:   private:  

   // private members go here   // private members go here  

    

};};  

The public MembersThe public Members

A A publicpublic member is accessible from anywhere outside the class but within a program. You can set member is accessible from anywhere outside the class but within a program. You can set
and get the value of public variables without any member function as shown in the following example −and get the value of public variables without any member function as shown in the following example −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  LineLine  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            doubledouble length length;;  

            voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ););  

            doubledouble getLength getLength((  voidvoid  ););

};};  

    

// Member functions definitions// Member functions definitions

doubledouble  LineLine::::getLengthgetLength((voidvoid))  {{  

      returnreturn length  length ;;

}}  

    

voidvoid  LineLine::::setLengthsetLength((  doubledouble len len))  {{  

   length    length == len len;;

}}  

    

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

LineLine lineline;;
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      LineLine line line;;  

    

      // set line length// set line length  

   line   line..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..getLengthgetLength()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      // set line length without member function// set line length without member function  

   line   line..length length ==  10.010.0;;  // OK: because length is public// OK: because length is public  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..length length <<<<endlendl;;  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Length of line : 6Length of line : 6  

Length of line : 10Length of line : 10  

The private MembersThe private Members

A A privateprivate member variable or function cannot be accessed, or even viewed from outside the class. member variable or function cannot be accessed, or even viewed from outside the class.
Only the class and friend functions can access private members.Only the class and friend functions can access private members.

By default all the members of a class would be private, for example in the following class By default all the members of a class would be private, for example in the following class widthwidth is a is a
private member, which means until you label a member, it will be assumed a private member −private member, which means until you label a member, it will be assumed a private member −

class Box {class Box {  

   double width;   double width;  

        

   public:   public:  

      double length;      double length;  

      void setWidth( double wid );      void setWidth( double wid );  

      double getWidth( void );      double getWidth( void );  

};};  

Practically, we define data in private section and related functions in public section Practically, we define data in private section and related functions in public section so that they can beso that they can be
called from outside of the class as shown in the following program.called from outside of the class as shown in the following program.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            doubledouble length length;;  

            voidvoid setWidth setWidth((  doubledouble wid  wid ););  

            doubledouble getWidth getWidth((  voidvoid  ););  

    

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble width width;;

};};  

    

// Member functions definitions// Member functions definitions
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// Member functions definitions// e be u c o s de o s

doubledouble  BoxBox::::getWidthgetWidth((voidvoid))  {{  

      returnreturn width  width ;;

}}  

    

voidvoid  BoxBox::::setWidthsetWidth((  doubledouble wid  wid ))  {{  

   width    width == wid wid;;

}}  

    

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      BoxBox box box;;  

    

      // set box length without member function// set box length without member function  

   box   box..length length ==  10.010.0;;  // OK: because length is public// OK: because length is public  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of box : ""Length of box : "  <<<< box box..length length <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      // set box width without member function// set box width without member function  

      // box.width = 10.0; // Error: because width is private// box.width = 10.0; // Error: because width is private  

   box   box..setWidthsetWidth((10.010.0););    // Use member function to set it.// Use member function to set it.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Width of box : ""Width of box : "  <<<< box box..getWidthgetWidth()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Length of box : 10Length of box : 10  

Width of box : 10Width of box : 10  

The protected MembersThe protected Members

A A protectedprotected member variable or function is very similar to a private member but it provided one member variable or function is very similar to a private member but it provided one
additional benefit that they can be accessed in child classes which are called derived classes.additional benefit that they can be accessed in child classes which are called derived classes.

You will learn derived classes and inheritance in next chapter. For now you can check followingYou will learn derived classes and inheritance in next chapter. For now you can check following
example where I have derived one child class example where I have derived one child class SmallBoxSmallBox from a parent class  from a parent class BoxBox..

Following example is similar to above example and here Following example is similar to above example and here widthwidth member will be accessible by any member will be accessible by any
member function of its derived class SmallBox.member function of its derived class SmallBox.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      protectedprotected::  

            doubledouble width width;;

};};  

    

classclass  SmallBoxSmallBox::BoxBox  {{  // SmallBox is the derived class.// SmallBox is the derived class.  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setSmallWidth setSmallWidth((  doubledouble wid  wid ););  

            doubledouble getSmallWidth getSmallWidth((  voidvoid  ););

};};  
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};}

    

// Member functions of child class// Member functions of child class

doubledouble  SmallBoxSmallBox::::getSmallWidthgetSmallWidth((voidvoid))  {{  

      returnreturn width  width ;;

}}  

    

voidvoid  SmallBoxSmallBox::::setSmallWidthsetSmallWidth((  doubledouble wid  wid ))  {{  

   width    width == wid wid;;

}}  

    

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      SmallBoxSmallBox box box;;  

    

      // set box width using member function// set box width using member function  

   box   box..setSmallWidthsetSmallWidth((5.05.0););  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Width of box : ""Width of box : "<<<< box box..getSmallWidthgetSmallWidth()()  <<<< endl endl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Width of box : 5Width of box : 5  
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Static Members of a C++ ClassStatic Members of a C++ Class

We can define class members static using We can define class members static using staticstatic keyword. When we declare a member of a class as keyword. When we declare a member of a class as
static it means no matter how many objects of the class are created, there is only one copy of thestatic it means no matter how many objects of the class are created, there is only one copy of the
static member.static member.

A static member is shared by all objects of the class. All static data is initialized to zero when the firstA static member is shared by all objects of the class. All static data is initialized to zero when the first
object is created, if no other initialization is present. We can't put it in the class definition but it can beobject is created, if no other initialization is present. We can't put it in the class definition but it can be
initialized outside the class as done in the following example by redeclaring the static variable, usinginitialized outside the class as done in the following example by redeclaring the static variable, using
the scope resolution operator the scope resolution operator :::: to identify which class it belongs to. to identify which class it belongs to.

Let us try the following example to understand the concept of static data members −Let us try the following example to understand the concept of static data members −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            staticstatic  intint objectCount objectCount;;  

              

            // Constructor definition// Constructor definition  

            BoxBox((doubledouble l  l ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble b  b ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble h  h ==  2.02.0))  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<"Constructor called.""Constructor called."  <<<< endl endl;;  

         length          length == l l;;  

         breadth          breadth == b b;;  

         height          height == h h;;  

                    

                  // Increase every time object is created// Increase every time object is created  

         objectCount         objectCount++;++;  

            }}  

            doubledouble  VolumeVolume()()  {{  

                  returnreturn length  length ** breadth  breadth ** height height;;  

            }}  

              

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;          // Length of a box// Length of a box  

            doubledouble breadth breadth;;        // Breadth of a box// Breadth of a box  

            doubledouble height height;;          // Height of a box// Height of a box

};};  

  

// Initialize static member of class Box// Initialize static member of class Box

intint  BoxBox::::objectCount objectCount ==  00;;  

  

intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

      BoxBox  Box1Box1((3.33.3,,  1.21.2,,  1.51.5););        // Declare box1// Declare box1  

      BoxBox  Box2Box2((8.58.5,,  6.06.0,,  2.02.0););        // Declare box2// Declare box2  

  

      // Print total number of objects.// Print total number of objects.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Total objects: ""Total objects: "  <<<<  BoxBox::::objectCount objectCount <<<< endl endl;;  
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      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Total objects: 2Total objects: 2  

Static Function MembersStatic Function Members

By declaring a function member as static, you make it independent of any particular object of theBy declaring a function member as static, you make it independent of any particular object of the
class. A static member function can be called even if no objects of the class exist and the class. A static member function can be called even if no objects of the class exist and the staticstatic
functions are accessed using only the class name and the scope resolution operator functions are accessed using only the class name and the scope resolution operator ::::..

A static member function can only access static data member, other static member functions and anyA static member function can only access static data member, other static member functions and any
other functions from outside the class.other functions from outside the class.

Static member functions have a class scope and they do not have access to the Static member functions have a class scope and they do not have access to the thisthis pointer of the pointer of the
class. You could use a static member function to determine whether some objects of the class haveclass. You could use a static member function to determine whether some objects of the class have
been created or not.been created or not.

Let us try the following example to understand the concept of static function members −Let us try the following example to understand the concept of static function members −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            staticstatic  intint objectCount objectCount;;  

              

            // Constructor definition// Constructor definition  

            BoxBox((doubledouble l  l ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble b  b ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble h  h ==  2.02.0))  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<"Constructor called.""Constructor called."  <<<< endl endl;;  

         length          length == l l;;  

         breadth          breadth == b b;;  

         height          height == h h;;  

  

                  // Increase every time object is created// Increase every time object is created  

         objectCount         objectCount++;++;  

            }}  

            doubledouble  VolumeVolume()()  {{  

                  returnreturn length  length ** breadth  breadth ** height height;;  

            }}  

            staticstatic  intint getCount getCount()()  {{  

                  returnreturn objectCount objectCount;;  

            }}  

              

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;          // Length of a box// Length of a box  

            doubledouble breadth breadth;;        // Breadth of a box// Breadth of a box  

            doubledouble height height;;          // Height of a box// Height of a box
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};};  

  

// Initialize static member of class Box// Initialize static member of class Box

intint  BoxBox::::objectCount objectCount ==  00;;  

  

intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

      // Print total number of objects before creating object.// Print total number of objects before creating object.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Inital Stage Count: ""Inital Stage Count: "  <<<<  BoxBox::::getCountgetCount()()  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      BoxBox  Box1Box1((3.33.3,,  1.21.2,,  1.51.5););        // Declare box1// Declare box1  

      BoxBox  Box2Box2((8.58.5,,  6.06.0,,  2.02.0););        // Declare box2// Declare box2  

  

      // Print total number of objects after creating object.// Print total number of objects after creating object.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Final Stage Count: ""Final Stage Count: "  <<<<  BoxBox::::getCountgetCount()()  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Inital Stage Count: 0Inital Stage Count: 0  

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Final Stage Count: 2Final Stage Count: 2  
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C++ Class Constructor and DestructorC++ Class Constructor and Destructor

The Class ConstructorThe Class Constructor

A class A class constructorconstructor is a special member function of a class that is executed whenever we create new is a special member function of a class that is executed whenever we create new
objects of that class.objects of that class.

A constructor will have exact same name as the class and it does not have any return type at all, notA constructor will have exact same name as the class and it does not have any return type at all, not
even void. Constructors can be very useful for setting initial values for certain member variables.even void. Constructors can be very useful for setting initial values for certain member variables.

Following example explains the concept of constructor −Following example explains the concept of constructor −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  LineLine  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ););  

            doubledouble getLength getLength((  voidvoid  ););  

            LineLine();();    // This is the constructor// This is the constructor  

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;

};};  

    

// Member functions definitions including constructor// Member functions definitions including constructor

LineLine::::LineLine((voidvoid))  {{  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Object is being created""Object is being created"  <<<< endl endl;;

}}

voidvoid  LineLine::::setLengthsetLength((  doubledouble len  len ))  {{  

   length    length == len len;;

}}

doubledouble  LineLine::::getLengthgetLength((  voidvoid  ))  {{  

      returnreturn length length;;

}}  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      LineLine line line;;  

    

      // set line length// set line length  

   line   line..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..getLengthgetLength()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −
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Object is being createdObject is being created  

Length of line : 6Length of line : 6  

Parameterized ConstructorParameterized Constructor

A default constructor does not have any parameter, but if you need, a constructor can haveA default constructor does not have any parameter, but if you need, a constructor can have
parameters. This helps you to assign initial value to an object at the time of its creation as shown inparameters. This helps you to assign initial value to an object at the time of its creation as shown in
the following example −the following example −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

classclass  LineLine  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ););  

            doubledouble getLength getLength((  voidvoid  ););  

            LineLine((doubledouble len len););    // This is the constructor// This is the constructor  

    

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;

};};  

    

// Member functions definitions including constructor// Member functions definitions including constructor

LineLine::::LineLine((  doubledouble len len))  {{  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Object is being created, length = ""Object is being created, length = "  <<<< len  len <<<< endl endl;;  

   length    length == len len;;

}}

voidvoid  LineLine::::setLengthsetLength((  doubledouble len  len ))  {{  

   length    length == len len;;

}}

doubledouble  LineLine::::getLengthgetLength((  voidvoid  ))  {{  

      returnreturn length length;;

}}  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      LineLine line line((10.010.0););  

    

      // get initially set length.// get initially set length.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..getLengthgetLength()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

        

      // set line length again// set line length again  

   line   line..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..getLengthgetLength()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −
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Object is being created, length = 10Object is being created, length = 10  

Length of line : 10Length of line : 10  

Length of line : 6Length of line : 6  

Using Initialization Lists to Initialize FieldsUsing Initialization Lists to Initialize Fields

In case of parameterized constructor, you can use following syntax to initialize the fields −In case of parameterized constructor, you can use following syntax to initialize the fields −

Line::Line( double len): length(len) {Line::Line( double len): length(len) {  

   cout << "Object is being created, length = " << len << endl;   cout << "Object is being created, length = " << len << endl;  

}}  

Above syntax is equal to the following syntax −Above syntax is equal to the following syntax −

Line::Line( double len) {Line::Line( double len) {  

   cout << "Object is being created, length = " << len << endl;   cout << "Object is being created, length = " << len << endl;  

   length = len;   length = len;  

}}  

If for a class C, you have multiple fields X, Y, Z, etc., to be initialized, then use can use same syntaxIf for a class C, you have multiple fields X, Y, Z, etc., to be initialized, then use can use same syntax
and separate the fields by comma as follows −and separate the fields by comma as follows −

C::C( double a, double b, double c): X(a), Y(b), Z(c) {C::C( double a, double b, double c): X(a), Y(b), Z(c) {  

   ....   ....  

}}  

The Class DestructorThe Class Destructor

A A destructordestructor is a special member function of a class that is executed whenever an object of it's class is a special member function of a class that is executed whenever an object of it's class
goes out of scope or whenever the delete expression is applied to a pointer to the object of that class.goes out of scope or whenever the delete expression is applied to a pointer to the object of that class.

A destructor will have exact same name as the class prefixed with a tilde (~) and it can neither return aA destructor will have exact same name as the class prefixed with a tilde (~) and it can neither return a
value nor can it take any parameters. Destructor can be very useful for releasing resources beforevalue nor can it take any parameters. Destructor can be very useful for releasing resources before
coming out of the program like closing files, releasing memories etc.coming out of the program like closing files, releasing memories etc.

Following example explains the concept of destructor −Following example explains the concept of destructor −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

classclass  LineLine  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ););  

            doubledouble getLength getLength((  voidvoid  ););  

            LineLine();();      // This is the constructor declaration// This is the constructor declaration  

            ~~LineLine();();    // This is the destructor: declaration// This is the destructor: declaration  

    

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;

};};  
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// Member functions definitions including constructor// Member functions definitions including constructor

LineLine::::LineLine((voidvoid))  {{  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Object is being created""Object is being created"  <<<< endl endl;;

}}

LineLine::~::~LineLine((voidvoid))  {{  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Object is being deleted""Object is being deleted"  <<<< endl endl;;

}}

voidvoid  LineLine::::setLengthsetLength((  doubledouble len  len ))  {{  

   length    length == len len;;

}}

doubledouble  LineLine::::getLengthgetLength((  voidvoid  ))  {{  

      returnreturn length length;;

}}  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      LineLine line line;;  

    

      // set line length// set line length  

   line   line..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

   cout    cout <<<<  "Length of line : ""Length of line : "  <<<< line line..getLengthgetLength()()  <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Object is being createdObject is being created  

Length of line : 6Length of line : 6  

Object is being deletedObject is being deleted  
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C++ Overloading (Operator and Function)C++ Overloading (Operator and Function)

C++ allows you to specify more than one definition for a C++ allows you to specify more than one definition for a functionfunction name or an  name or an operatoroperator in the same in the same
scope, which is called scope, which is called function overloadingfunction overloading and  and operator overloadingoperator overloading respectively. respectively.

An overloaded declaration is a declaration that is declared with the same name as a previouslyAn overloaded declaration is a declaration that is declared with the same name as a previously
declared declaration in the same scope, except that both declarations have different arguments anddeclared declaration in the same scope, except that both declarations have different arguments and
obviously different definition (implementation).obviously different definition (implementation).

When you call an overloaded When you call an overloaded functionfunction or  or operatoroperator, the compiler determines the most appropriate, the compiler determines the most appropriate
definition to use, by comparing the argument types you have used to call the function or operator withdefinition to use, by comparing the argument types you have used to call the function or operator with
the parameter types specified in the definitions. The process of selecting the most appropriatethe parameter types specified in the definitions. The process of selecting the most appropriate
overloaded function or operator is called overloaded function or operator is called overload resolutionoverload resolution..

Function Overloading in C++Function Overloading in C++

You can have multiple definitions for the same function name in the same scope. The definition of theYou can have multiple definitions for the same function name in the same scope. The definition of the
function must differ from each other by the types and/or the number of arguments in the argument list.function must differ from each other by the types and/or the number of arguments in the argument list.
You cannot overload function declarations that differ only by return type.You cannot overload function declarations that differ only by return type.

Following is the example where same function Following is the example where same function print()print() is being used to print different data types − is being used to print different data types −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass printData  printData {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid  printprint((intint i i))  {{  

        cout         cout <<<<  "Printing int: ""Printing int: "  <<<< i  i <<<< endl endl;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid  printprint((doubledouble  f  f))  {{  

        cout         cout <<<<  "Printing float: ""Printing float: "  <<<< f  f <<<< endl endl;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid  printprint((charchar** c c))  {{  

        cout         cout <<<<  "Printing character: ""Printing character: "  <<<< c  c <<<< endl endl;;  

            }}

};};  

  

intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

   printData pd   printData pd;;  

    

      // Call print to print integer// Call print to print integer  

   pd   pd..printprint((55););  

        

      // Call print to print float// Call print to print float  

   pd   pd..printprint((500.263500.263););  

        

      // Call print to print character// Call print to print character  

   pd   pd..printprint(("Hello C++""Hello C++"););  
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      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Printing int: 5Printing int: 5  

Printing float: 500.263Printing float: 500.263  

Printing character: Hello C++Printing character: Hello C++  

Operators Overloading in C++Operators Overloading in C++

You can redefine or overload most of the built-in operators available in C++. Thus, a programmer canYou can redefine or overload most of the built-in operators available in C++. Thus, a programmer can
use operators with user-defined types as well.use operators with user-defined types as well.

Overloaded operators are functions with special names: the keyword "operator" followed by theOverloaded operators are functions with special names: the keyword "operator" followed by the
symbol for the operator being defined. Like any other function, an overloaded operator has a returnsymbol for the operator being defined. Like any other function, an overloaded operator has a return
type and a parameter list.type and a parameter list.

Box operator+(const Box&);Box operator+(const Box&);  

declares the addition operator that can be used to declares the addition operator that can be used to addadd two Box objects and returns final Box object. two Box objects and returns final Box object.
Most overloaded operators may be defined as ordinary non-member functions or as class memberMost overloaded operators may be defined as ordinary non-member functions or as class member
functions. In case we define above function as non-member function of a class then we would have tofunctions. In case we define above function as non-member function of a class then we would have to
pass two arguments for each operand as follows −pass two arguments for each operand as follows −

Box operator+(const Box&, const Box&);Box operator+(const Box&, const Box&);  

Following is the example to show the concept of operator over loading using a member function. HereFollowing is the example to show the concept of operator over loading using a member function. Here
an object is passed as an argument whose properties will be accessed using this object, the objectan object is passed as an argument whose properties will be accessed using this object, the object
which will call this operator can be accessed using which will call this operator can be accessed using thisthis operator as explained below − operator as explained below −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            doubledouble getVolume getVolume((voidvoid))  {{  

                  returnreturn length  length ** breadth  breadth ** height height;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ))  {{  

         length          length == len len;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid setBreadth setBreadth((  doubledouble bre  bre ))  {{  

         breadth          breadth == bre bre;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid setHeight setHeight((  doubledouble hei  hei ))  {{  

         height          height == hei hei;;  

            }}  

              

            // Overload + operator to add two Box objects.// Overload + operator to add two Box objects.  

            BoxBox  operatoroperator+(+(constconst  BoxBox&& b b))  {{  
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pp ( ) {{

                  BoxBox box box;;  

         box         box..length length ==  thisthis->->length length ++ b b..lengthlength;;  

         box         box..breadth breadth ==  thisthis->->breadth breadth ++ b b..breadthbreadth;;  

         box         box..height height ==  thisthis->->height height ++ b b..heightheight;;  

                  returnreturn box box;;  

            }}  

              

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;            // Length of a box// Length of a box  

            doubledouble breadth breadth;;          // Breadth of a box// Breadth of a box  

            doubledouble height height;;            // Height of a box// Height of a box

};};  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      BoxBox  Box1Box1;;                                // Declare Box1 of type Box// Declare Box1 of type Box  

      BoxBox  Box2Box2;;                                // Declare Box2 of type Box// Declare Box2 of type Box  

      BoxBox  Box3Box3;;                                // Declare Box3 of type Box// Declare Box3 of type Box  

      doubledouble volume  volume ==  0.00.0;;          // Store the volume of a box here// Store the volume of a box here  

    

      // box 1 specification// box 1 specification  

      Box1Box1..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

      Box1Box1..setBreadthsetBreadth((7.07.0););    

      Box1Box1..setHeightsetHeight((5.05.0););  

    

      // box 2 specification// box 2 specification  

      Box2Box2..setLengthsetLength((12.012.0););    

      Box2Box2..setBreadthsetBreadth((13.013.0););    

      Box2Box2..setHeightsetHeight((10.010.0););  

    

      // volume of box 1// volume of box 1  

   volume    volume ==  Box1Box1..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box1 : ""Volume of Box1 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      // volume of box 2// volume of box 2  

   volume    volume ==  Box2Box2..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box2 : ""Volume of Box2 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

  

      // Add two object as follows:// Add two object as follows:  

      Box3Box3  ==  Box1Box1  ++  Box2Box2;;  

  

      // volume of box 3// volume of box 3  

   volume    volume ==  Box3Box3..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box3 : ""Volume of Box3 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Volume of Box1 : 210Volume of Box1 : 210  

Volume of Box2 : 1560Volume of Box2 : 1560  

Volume of Box3 : 5400Volume of Box3 : 5400  
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Overloadable/Non-overloadableOperatorsOverloadable/Non-overloadableOperators

Following is the list of operators which can be overloaded −Following is the list of operators which can be overloaded −

++ -- ** // %% ^̂

&& || ~~ !! ,, ==

<< >> <=<= >=>= ++++ ----

<<<< >>>> ==== !=!= &&&& ||||

+=+= -=-= /=/= %=%= ^=^= &=&=

|=|= *=*= <<=<<= >>=>>= [][] ()()

->-> ->*->* newnew new []new [] deletedelete delete []delete []

Following is the list of operators, which can not be overloaded −Following is the list of operators, which can not be overloaded −

:::: .*.* .. ?:?:

Operator Overloading ExamplesOperator Overloading Examples

Here are various operator overloading examples to help you in understanding the concept.Here are various operator overloading examples to help you in understanding the concept.

Sr.NoSr.No Operators & ExampleOperators & Example

11 Unary Operators OverloadingUnary Operators Overloading

22 Binary Operators OverloadingBinary Operators Overloading

33 Relational Operators OverloadingRelational Operators Overloading

44 Input/Output Operators OverloadingInput/Output Operators Overloading

55 ++ and -- Operators Overloading++ and -- Operators Overloading

66 Assignment Operators OverloadingAssignment Operators Overloading

77 Function call () Operator Function call () Operator OverloadingOverloading

88 Subscripting [] Operator OverloadingSubscripting [] Operator Overloading

99 Class Member Access Operator -> OverloadingClass Member Access Operator -> Overloading

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/unary_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/binary_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/relational_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/input_output_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/increment_decrement_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/assignment_operators_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/function_call_operator_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/subscripting_operator_overloading.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/class_member_access_operator_overloading.htm
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Unary Operators Overloading in C++Unary Operators Overloading in C++

The unary operators operate on a single operand and following are the examples of Unary operators −The unary operators operate on a single operand and following are the examples of Unary operators −

The increment (++) and decrement (--) operatorsThe increment (++) and decrement (--) operators..

The unary minus (-) operator.The unary minus (-) operator.

The logical not (!) operator.The logical not (!) operator.

The unary operators operate on the object for which they were called and normally, this operatorThe unary operators operate on the object for which they were called and normally, this operator
appears on the left side of the object, as in !obj, -obj, and ++obj but sometime they can be used asappears on the left side of the object, as in !obj, -obj, and ++obj but sometime they can be used as
postfix as well like obj++ or obj--.postfix as well like obj++ or obj--.

Following example explain how minus (-) operator can be overloaded for prefix as well as postfixFollowing example explain how minus (-) operator can be overloaded for prefix as well as postfix
usage.usage.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  DistanceDistance  {{  

      privateprivate::  

            intint feet feet;;                          // 0 to infinite// 0 to infinite  

            intint inches inches;;                      // 0 to 12// 0 to 12  

              

      publicpublic::  

            // required constructors// required constructors  

            DistanceDistance()()  {{  

         feet          feet ==  00;;  

         inches          inches ==  00;;  

            }}  

            DistanceDistance((intint f f,,  intint i i))  {{  

         feet          feet == f f;;  

         inches          inches == i i;;  

            }}  

              

            // method to display distance// method to display distance  

            voidvoid displayDistance displayDistance()()  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<  "F: ""F: "  <<<< feet  feet <<<<  " I:"" I:"  <<<< inches  inches <<<<endlendl;;  

            }}  

              

            // overloaded minus (-) operator// overloaded minus (-) operator  

            DistanceDistance  operatoroperator--  ()()  {{  

         feet          feet ==  --feetfeet;;  

         inches          inches ==  --inchesinches;;  

                  returnreturn  DistanceDistance((feetfeet,, inches inches););  

            }}

};};  

  

intint main main()()  {{  

      DistanceDistance D1 D1((1111,,  1010),), D2 D2(-(-55,,  1111););  

    

      --D1D1;;                                          // apply negation// apply negation  
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   D1   D1..displayDistancedisplayDistance();();        // display D1// display D1  

  

      --D2D2;;                                          // apply negation// apply negation  

   D2   D2..displayDistancedisplayDistance();();        // display D2// display D2  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

F: -11 I:-10F: -11 I:-10  

F: 5 I:-11F: 5 I:-11  

Hope above example makes your concept clear and you can apply similar concept to overload LogicalHope above example makes your concept clear and you can apply similar concept to overload Logical
Not Operators (!).Not Operators (!).
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Binary Operators Overloading in C++Binary Operators Overloading in C++

The binary operators take two arguments and following are the examples of Binary operators. You useThe binary operators take two arguments and following are the examples of Binary operators. You use
binary operators very frequently like addition (+) operator, subtraction (-) operator and division (/)binary operators very frequently like addition (+) operator, subtraction (-) operator and division (/)
operator.operator.

Following example explains how addition (+) operator can be overloaded. Similar way, you canFollowing example explains how addition (+) operator can be overloaded. Similar way, you can
overload subtraction (-) and division (/) operators.overload subtraction (-) and division (/) operators.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      doubledouble length length;;            // Length of a box// Length of a box  

      doubledouble breadth breadth;;          // Breadth of a box// Breadth of a box  

      doubledouble height height;;            // Height of a box// Height of a box  

        

      publicpublic::  

    

      doubledouble getVolume getVolume((voidvoid))  {{  

            returnreturn length  length ** breadth  breadth ** height height;;  

      }}  

        

      voidvoid setLength setLength((  doubledouble len  len ))  {{  

      length       length == len len;;  

      }}  

    

      voidvoid setBreadth setBreadth((  doubledouble bre  bre ))  {{  

      breadth       breadth == bre bre;;  

      }}  

    

      voidvoid setHeight setHeight((  doubledouble hei  hei ))  {{  

      height       height == hei hei;;  

      }}  

        

      // Overload + operator to add two Box objects.// Overload + operator to add two Box objects.  

      BoxBox  operatoroperator+(+(constconst  BoxBox&& b b))  {{  

            BoxBox box box;;  

      box      box..length length ==  thisthis->->length length ++ b b..lengthlength;;  

      box      box..breadth breadth ==  thisthis->->breadth breadth ++ b b..breadthbreadth;;  

      box      box..height height ==  thisthis->->height height ++ b b..heightheight;;  

            returnreturn box box;;  

      }}

};};  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      BoxBox  Box1Box1;;                                // Declare Box1 of type Box// Declare Box1 of type Box  

      BoxBox  Box2Box2;;                                // Declare Box2 of type Box// Declare Box2 of type Box  

      BoxBox  Box3Box3;;                                // Declare Box3 of type Box// Declare Box3 of type Box  

d bld bl ll 0 0 h l f b h// St th l f b h
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      doubledouble volume  volume ==  0.00.0;;          // Store the volume of a box here// Store the volume of a box here  

    

      // box 1 specification// box 1 specification  

      Box1Box1..setLengthsetLength((6.06.0););    

      Box1Box1..setBreadthsetBreadth((7.07.0););    

      Box1Box1..setHeightsetHeight((5.05.0););  

    

      // box 2 specification// box 2 specification  

      Box2Box2..setLengthsetLength((12.012.0););    

      Box2Box2..setBreadthsetBreadth((13.013.0););    

      Box2Box2..setHeightsetHeight((10.010.0););  

    

      // volume of box 1// volume of box 1  

   volume    volume ==  Box1Box1..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box1 : ""Volume of Box1 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      // volume of box 2// volume of box 2  

   volume    volume ==  Box2Box2..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box2 : ""Volume of Box2 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      // Add two object as follows:// Add two object as follows:  

      Box3Box3  ==  Box1Box1  ++  Box2Box2;;  

    

      // volume of box 3// volume of box 3  

   volume    volume ==  Box3Box3..getVolumegetVolume();();  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Volume of Box3 : ""Volume of Box3 : "  <<<< volume  volume <<<<endlendl;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Volume of Box1 : 210Volume of Box1 : 210  

Volume of Box2 : 1560Volume of Box2 : 1560  

Volume of Box3 : 5400Volume of Box3 : 5400  
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Relational Operators Overloading in C++Relational Operators Overloading in C++

There are various relational operators supported by C++ language like (<, >, <=, >=, ==, etc.) whichThere are various relational operators supported by C++ language like (<, >, <=, >=, ==, etc.) which
can be used to compare C++ built-in data types.can be used to compare C++ built-in data types.

You can overload any of these operators, which can be used to compare the objects of a class.You can overload any of these operators, which can be used to compare the objects of a class.

Following example explains how Following example explains how a < operator can be overloaded and similar way you can overloada < operator can be overloaded and similar way you can overload
other relational operators.other relational operators.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  DistanceDistance  {{  

      privateprivate::  

            intint feet feet;;                          // 0 to infinite// 0 to infinite  

            intint inches inches;;                      // 0 to 12// 0 to 12  

              

      publicpublic::  

            // required constructors// required constructors  

            DistanceDistance()()  {{  

         feet          feet ==  00;;  

         inches          inches ==  00;;  

            }}  

            DistanceDistance((intint f f,,  intint i i))  {{  

         feet          feet == f f;;  

         inches          inches == i i;;  

            }}  

              

            // method to display distance// method to display distance  

            voidvoid displayDistance displayDistance()()  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<  "F: ""F: "  <<<< feet  feet <<<<  " I:"" I:"  <<<< inches  inches <<<<endlendl;;  

            }}  

              

            // overloaded minus (-) operator// overloaded minus (-) operator  

            DistanceDistance  operatoroperator--  ()()  {{  

         feet          feet ==  --feetfeet;;  

         inches          inches ==  --inchesinches;;  

                  returnreturn  DistanceDistance((feetfeet,, inches inches););  

            }}  

              

            // overloaded < operator// overloaded < operator  

            boolbool  operatoroperator  <(<(constconst  DistanceDistance&& d d))  {{  

                  ifif((feet feet << d d..feetfeet))  {{  

                        returnreturn  truetrue;;  

                  }}  

                  ifif((feet feet ==== d d..feet feet &&&& inches  inches << d d..inchesinches))  {{  

                        returnreturn  truetrue;;  

                  }}  

                    

                  returnreturn  falsefalse;;  
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            }}

};};  

  

intint main main()()  {{  

      DistanceDistance D1 D1((1111,,  1010),), D2 D2((55,,  1111););  

    

      ifif(( D1  D1 << D2  D2 ))  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "D1 is less than D2 ""D1 is less than D2 "  <<<< endl endl;;  

      }}  elseelse  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "D2 is less than D1 ""D2 is less than D1 "  <<<< endl endl;;  

      }}  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

D2 is less than D1D2 is less than D1  



Type Casting
Converting an expression of a given type into another type is known as type-casting. We have already 
seen some ways to type cast:

Implicit conversion
Implicit conversions do not require any operator. They are automatically performed when a value is copied
to a compatible type. For example:

1
2
3

short a=2000;
int b;
b=a;

Here, the value of a has been promoted from short to int and we have not had to specify any type-
casting operator. This is known as a standard conversion. Standard conversions affect fundamental data 
types, and allow conversions such as the conversions between numerical types 

(short to int, int to float, double to int...), to or from bool, and some pointer conversions. Some of 
these conversions may imply a loss of precision, which the compiler can signal with a warning. This 
warning can be avoided with an explicit conversion.

Implicit conversions also include constructor or operator conversions, which affect classes that include 
specific constructors or operator functions to perform conversions. For example:

1
2
3
4
5

class A {};
class B { public: B (A a) {} };

A a;
B b=a;

Here, an implicit conversion happened between objects of class A and class B, because B has a 

constructor that takes an object of class A as parameter. Therefore implicit conversions from A to B are 
allowed.

Explicit conversion
C++ is a strong-typed language. Many conversions, specially those that imply a different interpretation of
the value, require an explicit conversion. We have already seen two notations for explicit type conversion:
functional and c-like casting:

1
2
3
4

short a=2000;
int b;
b = (int) a;    // c-like cast notation
b = int (a);    // functional notation 

The functionality of these explicit conversion operators is enough for most needs with fundamental data 
types. However, these operators can be applied indiscriminately on classes and pointers to classes, which
can lead to code that while being syntactically correct can cause runtime errors. For example, the 
following code is syntactically correct: 

1
2
3
4
5
6

// class type-casting
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

class CDummy {
    float i,j;
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

};

class CAddition {
        int x,y;
  public:
        CAddition (int a, int b) { x=a; y=b; }
        int result() { return x+y;}
};

int main () {
  CDummy d;
  CAddition * padd;
  padd = (CAddition*) &d;
  cout << padd->result();
  return 0;
}

The program declares a pointer to CAddition, but then it assigns to it a reference to an object of another 
incompatible type using explicit type-casting:

 padd = (CAddition*) &d;

Traditional explicit type-casting allows to convert any pointer into any other pointer type, independently of

the types they point to. The subsequent call to member result will produce either a run-time error or a 
unexpected result.

In order to control these types of conversions between classes, we have four specific casting 

operators: dynamic_cast, reinterpret_cast, static_cast and const_cast. Their format is to follow the 
new type enclosed between angle-brackets (<>) and immediately after, the expression to be converted 
between parentheses.

dynamic_cast <new_type> (expression)
reinterpret_cast <new_type> (expression)
static_cast <new_type> (expression)
const_cast <new_type> (expression)

The traditional type-casting equivalents to these expressions would be:

(new_type) expression
new_type (expression)

but each one with its own special characteristics:
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C++ InheritanceC++ Inheritance

One of the most important concepts in object-oriented programming is that of inheritance. InheritanceOne of the most important concepts in object-oriented programming is that of inheritance. Inheritance
allows us to define a class in terms of another class, which makes it easier to create and maintain anallows us to define a class in terms of another class, which makes it easier to create and maintain an
application. This also provides an opportunity to reuse the code functionality and fast implementationapplication. This also provides an opportunity to reuse the code functionality and fast implementation
time.time.

When creating a class, instead of writing completely new data members and member functions, theWhen creating a class, instead of writing completely new data members and member functions, the
programmer can designate that the new class should inherit the members of an existing class. Thisprogrammer can designate that the new class should inherit the members of an existing class. This
existing class is called the existing class is called the basebase class, and the new class is referred to as the  class, and the new class is referred to as the derivedderived class. class.

The idea of inheritance implements the The idea of inheritance implements the is ais a relationship. For example, mammal IS-A animal, dog IS-A relationship. For example, mammal IS-A animal, dog IS-A
mammal hence dog IS-A animal as well and so on.mammal hence dog IS-A animal as well and so on.

Base and Derived ClassesBase and Derived Classes

A class can be derived from more than one classes, which means it can inherit data and functionsA class can be derived from more than one classes, which means it can inherit data and functions
from multiple base classes. To define a derived class, we use a class derivation list to specify the basefrom multiple base classes. To define a derived class, we use a class derivation list to specify the base
class(es). A class derivation list names one or more base classes and has the form −class(es). A class derivation list names one or more base classes and has the form −

class derived-class: access-specifier base-classclass derived-class: access-specifier base-class  

Where access-specifier is one of Where access-specifier is one of public, protected,public, protected, or  or privateprivate, and base-class is the name of a, and base-class is the name of a
previously defined class. If the access-specifier is not used, then it is private by default.previously defined class. If the access-specifier is not used, then it is private by default.

Consider a base class Consider a base class ShapeShape and its derived class  and its derived class RectangleRectangle as follows − as follows −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

// Base class// Base class

classclass  ShapeShape  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setWidth setWidth((intint w w))  {{  

         width          width == w w;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid setHeight setHeight((intint h h))  {{  

         height          height == h h;;  

            }}  

              

      protectedprotected::  

            intint width width;;  

            intint height height;;

};};  

  

// Derived class// Derived class

classclass  RectangleRectangle::  publicpublic  ShapeShape  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            intint getArea getArea()()  {{    
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                  returnreturn  ((width width ** height height););    

            }}

};};  

  

intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

      RectangleRectangle  RectRect;;  

    

      RectRect..setWidthsetWidth((55););  

      RectRect..setHeightsetHeight((77););  

  

      // Print the area of the object.// Print the area of the object.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Total area: ""Total area: "  <<<<  RectRect..getAreagetArea()()  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Total area: 35Total area: 35  

Access Control and InheritanceAccess Control and Inheritance

A derived class can access all the non-private members of its base class. Thus base-class membersA derived class can access all the non-private members of its base class. Thus base-class members
that should not be accessible to the member functions of derived classes should be declared private inthat should not be accessible to the member functions of derived classes should be declared private in
the base class.the base class.

We can summarize the different access types according to - who can access them in the following wayWe can summarize the different access types according to - who can access them in the following way
−−

AccessAccess publicpublic protectedprotected privateprivate

Same classSame class yesyes yesyes yesyes

Derived classesDerived classes yesyes yesyes nono

Outside classesOutside classes yesyes nono nono

A derived class inherits all base class methods with the following exceptions −A derived class inherits all base class methods with the following exceptions −

Constructors, destructors and copy constructors of the base class.Constructors, destructors and copy constructors of the base class.

Overloaded operators of the base class.Overloaded operators of the base class.

The friend functions of the base class.The friend functions of the base class.

Type of InheritanceType of Inheritance

When deriving a class from a base class, the base class may be inherited through When deriving a class from a base class, the base class may be inherited through public, protectedpublic, protected
or or privateprivate inheritance. The type of inheritance is specified by the access-specifier as explained above. inheritance. The type of inheritance is specified by the access-specifier as explained above.

We hardly use We hardly use protectedprotected or  or privateprivate inheritance, but  inheritance, but publicpublic inheritance is commonly used. While inheritance is commonly used. While
using different type of inheritance, following rules are applied −using different type of inheritance, following rules are applied −

Public InheritancePublic Inheritance − When deriving a class from a  − When deriving a class from a publicpublic base class,  base class, publicpublic members of members of
the base class become the base class become publicpublic members of the derived class and  members of the derived class and protectedprotected members of the members of the
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base class become base class become protectedprotected members of the derived class. A base class's  members of the derived class. A base class's privateprivate
members are never accessible directly from a derived class, but can be accessed throughmembers are never accessible directly from a derived class, but can be accessed through
calls to the calls to the publicpublic and  and protectedprotected members of the base class. members of the base class.

Protected InheritanceProtected Inheritance −  − When deriving from a When deriving from a protectedprotected base class,  base class, publicpublic and  and protectedprotected
members of the base class become members of the base class become protectedprotected members of the derived class. members of the derived class.

Private InheritancePrivate Inheritance − When deriving from a  − When deriving from a privateprivate base class,  base class, publicpublic and  and protectedprotected
members of the base class become members of the base class become privateprivate members of the derived class. members of the derived class.

Multiple InheritanceMultiple Inheritance

A C++ class can inherit members from more than one class and here is the extended syntax −A C++ class can inherit members from more than one class and here is the extended syntax −

class derived-class: access baseA, access baseB....class derived-class: access baseA, access baseB....  

Where access is one of Where access is one of public, protected,public, protected, or  or privateprivate and would be given for every base class and and would be given for every base class and
they will be separated by comma as shown above. Let us try the following example −they will be separated by comma as shown above. Let us try the following example −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

// Base class Shape// Base class Shape

classclass  ShapeShape  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid setWidth setWidth((intint w w))  {{  

         width          width == w w;;  

            }}  

            voidvoid setHeight setHeight((intint h h))  {{  

         height          height == h h;;  

            }}  

              

      protectedprotected::  

            intint width width;;  

            intint height height;;

};};  

  

// Base class PaintCost// Base class PaintCost

classclass  PaintCostPaintCost  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            intint getCost getCost((intint area area))  {{  

                  returnreturn area  area **  7070;;  

            }}

};};  

  

// Derived class// Derived class

classclass  RectangleRectangle::  publicpublic  ShapeShape,,  publicpublic  PaintCostPaintCost  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            intint getArea getArea()()  {{  

                  returnreturn  ((width width ** height height););    

            }}

};};  

Live DemoLive Demo
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intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

      RectangleRectangle  RectRect;;  

      intint area area;;  

    

      RectRect..setWidthsetWidth((55););  

      RectRect..setHeightsetHeight((77););  

  

   area    area ==  RectRect..getAreagetArea();();  

        

      // Print the area of the object.// Print the area of the object.  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Total area: ""Total area: "  <<<<  RectRect..getAreagetArea()()  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      // Print the total cost of painting// Print the total cost of painting  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Total paint cost: $""Total paint cost: $"  <<<<  RectRect..getCostgetCost((areaarea))  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Total area: 35Total area: 35  

Total paint cost: $2450Total paint cost: $2450  
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What is a virtual base class in C++?What is a virtual base class in C++?

The virtual base class is used when a derived class has multiple copies of the base class.The virtual base class is used when a derived class has multiple copies of the base class.

Example CodeExample Code

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

classclass B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint b b;;

};};  

  

classclass D1  D1 ::  publicpublic B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d1 d1;;

};};  

  

classclass D2  D2 ::  publicpublic B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d2 d2;;

};};  

  

classclass D3  D3 ::  publicpublic D1 D1,,  publicpublic D2  D2 {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d3 d3;;

};};  

  

intint main main()()  {{  

   D3 obj   D3 obj;;  

  

   obj   obj..b b ==  4040;;  //Statement 1, error will occur//Statement 1, error will occur  

   obj   obj..b b ==  3030;;  //statement 2, error will occur//statement 2, error will occur  

   obj   obj..d1 d1 ==  6060;;  

   obj   obj..d2 d2 ==  7070;;  

   obj   obj..d3 d3 ==  8080;;  

  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n B : ""\n B : "<<<< obj obj..bb  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D1 : ""\n D1 : "<<<< obj obj..d1d1;;  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D2: ""\n D2: "<<<< obj obj..d2d2;;  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D3: ""\n D3: "<<<< obj obj..d3d3;;

}}

In the above example, both D1 & D2 inherit B, they both have a single copy of B. However, D3 inheritIn the above example, both D1 & D2 inherit B, they both have a single copy of B. However, D3 inherit
both D1 & D2, therefore D3 have two copies of B, one from D1 and another from D2.both D1 & D2, therefore D3 have two copies of B, one from D1 and another from D2.

Statement 1 and 2 in above example will generate error, as compiler can't differentiate between twoStatement 1 and 2 in above example will generate error, as compiler can't differentiate between two
copies of b in D3.copies of b in D3.

To remove multiple copies of B from D3, we must inherit B in D1 and D3 as virtual class.To remove multiple copies of B from D3, we must inherit B in D1 and D3 as virtual class.

So, above example using virtual base class will be −So, above example using virtual base class will be −

Example CodeExample Code
 Live Demo Live Demo
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#include#include<iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

classclass B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint b b;;

};};  

  

classclass D1  D1 ::  virtualvirtual  publicpublic B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d1 d1;;

};};  

  

classclass D2  D2 ::  virtualvirtual  publicpublic B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d2 d2;;

};};  

  

classclass D3  D3 ::  publicpublic D1 D1,,  publicpublic D2  D2 {{  

      publicpublic::  intint d3 d3;;

};};  

  

intint main main()()  {{  

   D3 obj   D3 obj;;  

  

   obj   obj..b b ==  4040;;  // statement 3// statement 3  

   obj   obj..b b ==  3030;;  // statement 4// statement 4  

  

   obj   obj..d1 d1 ==  6060;;  

   obj   obj..d2 d2 ==  7070;;  

   obj   obj..d3 d3 ==  8080;;  

  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n B : ""\n B : "<<<< obj obj..bb;;  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D1 : ""\n D1 : "<<<< obj obj..d1d1;;  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D2 : ""\n D2 : "<<<< obj obj..d2d2;;  

   cout   cout<<<<  "\n D3 : ""\n D3 : "<<<< obj obj..d3d3;;

}}

OutputOutput

B : 30B : 30  

D1 : 60D1 : 60  

D2 : 70D2 : 70  

D3 : 80D3 : 80

Now, D3 have only one copy of B and statement 4 will overwrite the value of b, given in statement 3.Now, D3 have only one copy of B and statement 4 will overwrite the value of b, given in statement 3.
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C++ PointersC++ Pointers

C++ pointers are easy and fun to learn. Some C++ tasks are performed more easily with pointers, andC++ pointers are easy and fun to learn. Some C++ tasks are performed more easily with pointers, and
other C++ tasks, such as dynamic memory allocation, cannot be performed without them.other C++ tasks, such as dynamic memory allocation, cannot be performed without them.

As you know every variable is a memory location and every memory location has its address definedAs you know every variable is a memory location and every memory location has its address defined
which can be accessed using ampersand (&) operator which denotes an address in memory. Considerwhich can be accessed using ampersand (&) operator which denotes an address in memory. Consider
the following which will print the address of the variables defined −the following which will print the address of the variables defined −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint  var1  var1;;  

      charchar var2 var2[[1010];];  

  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Address of var1 variable: ""Address of var1 variable: ";;  

   cout    cout <<<<  &&var1 var1 <<<< endl endl;;  

  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Address of var2 variable: ""Address of var2 variable: ";;  

   cout    cout <<<<  &&var2 var2 <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Address of var1 variable: 0xbfebd5c0Address of var1 variable: 0xbfebd5c0  

Address of var2 variable: 0xbfebd5b6Address of var2 variable: 0xbfebd5b6  

What are Pointers?What are Pointers?

A A pointerpointer is a variable whose value is the address of another variable. Like any variable or constant, is a variable whose value is the address of another variable. Like any variable or constant,
you must declare a pointer before you can work with it. The general form of a pointer variableyou must declare a pointer before you can work with it. The general form of a pointer variable
declaration is −declaration is −

type *var-name;type *var-name;  

Here, Here, typetype is the pointer's base type; it must be a valid C++ type and  is the pointer's base type; it must be a valid C++ type and var-namevar-name is the name of the is the name of the
pointer variable. The asterisk you used to declare a pointer is the same asterisk that you use forpointer variable. The asterisk you used to declare a pointer is the same asterisk that you use for
multiplication. However, in this statement the asterisk is being used to designate a variable as amultiplication. However, in this statement the asterisk is being used to designate a variable as a
pointer. Following are the valid pointer declaration −pointer. Following are the valid pointer declaration −

int    *ip;    // pointer to an integerint    *ip;    // pointer to an integer  

double *dp;    // pointer to a doubledouble *dp;    // pointer to a double  

float  *fp;    // pointer to a floatfloat  *fp;    // pointer to a float  

char   *ch     // pointer to characterchar   *ch     // pointer to character  

Live DemoLive Demo
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The actual data type of the value of all pointers, whether integer, float, character, or otherwise, is theThe actual data type of the value of all pointers, whether integer, float, character, or otherwise, is the
same, a long hexadecimal number that represents a memory address. The only difference betweensame, a long hexadecimal number that represents a memory address. The only difference between
pointers of different data types is the data type of the variable or constant that the pointer points to.pointers of different data types is the data type of the variable or constant that the pointer points to.

Using Pointers in C++Using Pointers in C++

There are few important operations, which we will do with the pointers very frequently. There are few important operations, which we will do with the pointers very frequently. (a)(a) We define a We define a
pointer variable. pointer variable. (b)(b) Assign the address of a variable to a pointer.  Assign the address of a variable to a pointer. (c)(c) Finally access the value at the Finally access the value at the
address available in the pointer variable. This is done by using unary operator * that returns the valueaddress available in the pointer variable. This is done by using unary operator * that returns the value
of the variable located at the address specified by its operand. Following example makes use of theseof the variable located at the address specified by its operand. Following example makes use of these
operations −operations −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint    varvar  ==  2020;;      // actual variable declaration.// actual variable declaration.  

      intint    **ipip;;                // pointer variable // pointer variable   

  

   ip    ip ==  &&varvar;;              // store address of var in pointer variable// store address of var in pointer variable  

  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Value of var variable: ""Value of var variable: ";;  

   cout    cout <<<<  varvar  <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      // print the address stored in ip pointer variable// print the address stored in ip pointer variable  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Address stored in ip variable: ""Address stored in ip variable: ";;  

   cout    cout <<<< ip  ip <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      // access the value at the address available in pointer// access the value at the address available in pointer  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Value of *ip variable: ""Value of *ip variable: ";;  

   cout    cout <<<<  **ip ip <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −

Value of var variable: 20Value of var variable: 20  

Address stored in ip variable: 0xbfc601acAddress stored in ip variable: 0xbfc601ac  

Value of *ip variable: 20Value of *ip variable: 20  

Pointers in C++Pointers in C++

Pointers have many but easy concepts and they are very important to C++ programming. There arePointers have many but easy concepts and they are very important to C++ programming. There are
following few important pointer concepts which should be clear to a C++ programmer −following few important pointer concepts which should be clear to a C++ programmer −
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Sr.NoSr.No Concept & DescriptionConcept & Description

11 Null PointersNull Pointers

C++ supports null pointer, which is a constant with a value of zero defined in severalC++ supports null pointer, which is a constant with a value of zero defined in several
standard libraries.standard libraries.

22 Pointer ArithmeticPointer Arithmetic

There are four arithmetic operators that can be used on pointers: ++, --, +, -There are four arithmetic operators that can be used on pointers: ++, --, +, -

33 Pointers vs ArraysPointers vs Arrays

There is a close relationship between pointers and arrays.There is a close relationship between pointers and arrays.

44 Array of PointersArray of Pointers

You can define arrays to hold a number of pointers.You can define arrays to hold a number of pointers.

55 Pointer to PointerPointer to Pointer

C++ allows you to have pointer on a pointer and so on.C++ allows you to have pointer on a pointer and so on.

66 Passing Pointers to FunctionsPassing Pointers to Functions

Passing an argument by reference or by address both enable the passed argument to bePassing an argument by reference or by address both enable the passed argument to be
changed in the calling function by the called function.changed in the calling function by the called function.

77 Return Pointer from FunctionsReturn Pointer from Functions

C++ allows a function to return a pointer to local variable, static variable and dynamicallyC++ allows a function to return a pointer to local variable, static variable and dynamically
allocated memory as well.allocated memory as well.

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_null_pointers.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_pointer_arithmatic.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_pointers_vs_arrays.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_array_of_pointers.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_pointer_to_pointer.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_passing_pointers_to_functions.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cplusplus/cpp_return_pointer_from_functions.htm
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C++ Null PointersC++ Null Pointers

It is always a good practice to assign the pointer NULL to a pointer variable in case you do not haveIt is always a good practice to assign the pointer NULL to a pointer variable in case you do not have
exact address to be assigned. This is done at the time of variable declaration. A pointer that isexact address to be assigned. This is done at the time of variable declaration. A pointer that is
assigned NULL is called a assigned NULL is called a nullnull pointer. pointer.

The NULL pointer is a constant with a value of zero defined in several standard libraries, includingThe NULL pointer is a constant with a value of zero defined in several standard libraries, including
iostream. Consider the following program −iostream. Consider the following program −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint    **ptr ptr == NULL NULL;;  

   cout    cout <<<<  "The value of ptr is ""The value of ptr is "  <<<< ptr  ptr ;;  

    

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

The value of ptr is 0The value of ptr is 0  

On most of the operating systems, programs are not permitted to access memory at address 0On most of the operating systems, programs are not permitted to access memory at address 0
because that memory is reserved by the operating system. However, the memory address 0 hasbecause that memory is reserved by the operating system. However, the memory address 0 has
special significance; it signals that the pointer is not intended to point to an accessible memoryspecial significance; it signals that the pointer is not intended to point to an accessible memory
location. But by convention, if a pointer contains the null (zero) value, it is assumed to point to nothing.location. But by convention, if a pointer contains the null (zero) value, it is assumed to point to nothing.

To check for a null pointer you can use an if statement as follows −To check for a null pointer you can use an if statement as follows −

if(ptr)     // succeeds if p is not nullif(ptr)     // succeeds if p is not null  

if(!ptr)    // succeeds if p is nullif(!ptr)    // succeeds if p is null  

Thus, if all unused pointers are given the null value and you avoid the use of a null pointer, you canThus, if all unused pointers are given the null value and you avoid the use of a null pointer, you can
avoid the accidental misuse of an uninitialized pointer. Many times, uninitialized variables hold someavoid the accidental misuse of an uninitialized pointer. Many times, uninitialized variables hold some
junk values and it becomes difficult to debug the program.junk values and it becomes difficult to debug the program.
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C++ Pointer ArithmeticC++ Pointer Arithmetic

As you understood pointer is an address which is a numeric value; therefore, you can performAs you understood pointer is an address which is a numeric value; therefore, you can perform
arithmetic operations on a pointer just as you can a numeric value. There are four arithmetic operatorsarithmetic operations on a pointer just as you can a numeric value. There are four arithmetic operators
that can be used on pointers: ++, --, +, and -that can be used on pointers: ++, --, +, and -

To understand pointer arithmetic, let us consider that To understand pointer arithmetic, let us consider that ptrptr is an integer pointer which points to the is an integer pointer which points to the
address 1000. Assuming 32-bit integers, let us perform the following arithmetic operation on theaddress 1000. Assuming 32-bit integers, let us perform the following arithmetic operation on the
pointer −pointer −

ptr++ptr++  

the the ptrptr will point to the location 1004 because each time ptr is incremented, it will point to the next will point to the location 1004 because each time ptr is incremented, it will point to the next
integer. This operation will move the pointer to next memory location without impacting actual value atinteger. This operation will move the pointer to next memory location without impacting actual value at
the memory location. If ptr points to a character whose address is 1000, then above operation willthe memory location. If ptr points to a character whose address is 1000, then above operation will
point to the location 1001 because next character will be available at 1001.point to the location 1001 because next character will be available at 1001.

Incrementing a PointerIncrementing a Pointer

We prefer using a pointer in our program instead of an array because the variable pointer can beWe prefer using a pointer in our program instead of an array because the variable pointer can be
incremented, unlike the array name which cannot be incremented because it is a constant pointer. Theincremented, unlike the array name which cannot be incremented because it is a constant pointer. The
following program increments the variable pointer to access each succeeding element of the array −following program increments the variable pointer to access each succeeding element of the array −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

constconst  intint MAX  MAX ==  33;;  

  

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint    varvar[[MAXMAX]]  ==  {{1010,,  100100,,  200200};};  

      intint    **ptrptr;;  

  

      // let us have array address in pointer.// let us have array address in pointer.  

   ptr    ptr ==  varvar;;  

        

      forfor  ((intint i  i ==  00;; i  i << MAX MAX;; i i++)++)  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Address of var[""Address of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<< ptr  ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Value of var[""Value of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<<  **ptr ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

            // point to the next location// point to the next location  

      ptr      ptr++;++;  

      }}  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}
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When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −

Address of var[0] = 0xbfa088b0Address of var[0] = 0xbfa088b0  

Value of var[0] = 10Value of var[0] = 10  

Address of var[1] = 0xbfa088b4Address of var[1] = 0xbfa088b4  

Value of var[1] = 100Value of var[1] = 100  

Address of var[2] = 0xbfa088b8Address of var[2] = 0xbfa088b8  

Value of var[2] = 200Value of var[2] = 200  

Decrementing a PointerDecrementing a Pointer

The same considerations apply to decrementing a pointer, which decreases its value by the number ofThe same considerations apply to decrementing a pointer, which decreases its value by the number of
bytes of its data type as shown below −bytes of its data type as shown below −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

constconst  intint MAX  MAX ==  33;;  

  

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint    varvar[[MAXMAX]]  ==  {{1010,,  100100,,  200200};};  

      intint    **ptrptr;;  

  

      // let us have address of the last element in pointer.// let us have address of the last element in pointer.  

   ptr    ptr ==  &&varvar[[MAXMAX--11];];  

        

      forfor  ((intint i  i == MAX MAX;; i  i >>  00;; i i--)--)  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Address of var[""Address of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<< ptr  ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Value of var[""Value of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<<  **ptr ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

            // point to the previous location// point to the previous location  

      ptr      ptr--;--;  

      }}  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −

Address of var[3] = 0xbfdb70f8Address of var[3] = 0xbfdb70f8  

Value of var[3] = 200Value of var[3] = 200  

Address of var[2] = 0xbfdb70f4Address of var[2] = 0xbfdb70f4  

Value of var[2] = 100Value of var[2] = 100  

Address of var[1] = 0xbfdb70f0Address of var[1] = 0xbfdb70f0  

Value of var[1] = 10Value of var[1] = 10  

Pointer ComparisonsPointer Comparisons
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Pointers may be compared by using relational operators, such as ==, <, and >. If p1 and p2 point toPointers may be compared by using relational operators, such as ==, <, and >. If p1 and p2 point to
variables that are related to each other, such as elements of the same array, then p1 and p2 can bevariables that are related to each other, such as elements of the same array, then p1 and p2 can be
meaningfully compared.meaningfully compared.

The following program modifies the previous example one by incrementing the variable pointer so longThe following program modifies the previous example one by incrementing the variable pointer so long
as the address to which it points is either less than or equal to the address of the last element of theas the address to which it points is either less than or equal to the address of the last element of the
array, which is &var[MAX - 1] −array, which is &var[MAX - 1] −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

  

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

constconst  intint MAX  MAX ==  33;;  

  

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      intint    varvar[[MAXMAX]]  ==  {{1010,,  100100,,  200200};};  

      intint    **ptrptr;;  

  

      // let us have address of the first element in pointer.// let us have address of the first element in pointer.  

   ptr    ptr ==  varvar;;  

      intint i  i ==  00;;  

        

      whilewhile  (( ptr  ptr <=<=  &&varvar[[MAX MAX --  11]]  ))  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Address of var[""Address of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<< ptr  ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Value of var[""Value of var["  <<<< i  i <<<<  "] = ""] = ";;  

      cout       cout <<<<  **ptr ptr <<<< endl endl;;  

  

            // point to the previous location// point to the previous location  

      ptr      ptr++;++;  

      i      i++;++;  

      }}  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces result something as follows −

Address of var[0] = 0xbfce42d0Address of var[0] = 0xbfce42d0  

Value of var[0] = 10Value of var[0] = 10  

Address of var[1] = 0xbfce42d4Address of var[1] = 0xbfce42d4  

Value of var[1] = 100Value of var[1] = 100  

Address of var[2] = 0xbfce42d8Address of var[2] = 0xbfce42d8  

Value of var[2] = 200Value of var[2] = 200  
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Passing Pointers to Functions in C++Passing Pointers to Functions in C++

C++ allows you to pass a pointer to a function. To do so, simply declare the function parameter as aC++ allows you to pass a pointer to a function. To do so, simply declare the function parameter as a
pointer type.pointer type.

Following a simple example where we pass an unsigned long pointer to a function and change theFollowing a simple example where we pass an unsigned long pointer to a function and change the
value inside the function which reflects back in the calling function −value inside the function which reflects back in the calling function −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

#include#include  <ctime><ctime>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

voidvoid getSeconds getSeconds((unsignedunsigned  longlong  **parpar););  

  

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      unsignedunsigned  longlong sec sec;;  

   getSeconds   getSeconds((  &&sec sec ););  

  

      // print the actual value// print the actual value  

   cout    cout <<<<  "Number of seconds :""Number of seconds :"  <<<< sec  sec <<<< endl endl;;  

  

      returnreturn  00;;

}}  

  

voidvoid getSeconds getSeconds((unsignedunsigned  longlong  **parpar))  {{  

      // get the current number of seconds// get the current number of seconds  

      **par par == time time(( NULL  NULL ););  

        

      returnreturn;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Number of seconds :1294450468Number of seconds :1294450468  

The function which can accept a pointer, can also accept an array as shown in the following example −The function which can accept a pointer, can also accept an array as shown in the following example −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

// function declaration:// function declaration:

doubledouble getAverage getAverage((intint  **arrarr,,  intint size size););  

    

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      // an int array with 5 elements.// an int array with 5 elements.  

      intint balance balance[[55]]  ==  {{10001000,,  22,,  33,,  1717,,  5050};};  

      doubledouble avg avg;;  

    

      // pass pointer to the array as an argument.// pass pointer to the array as an argument.  
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   avg    avg == getAverage getAverage(( balance balance,,  55  ))  ;;  

    

      // output the returned value // output the returned value   

   cout    cout <<<<  "Average value is: ""Average value is: "  <<<< avg  avg <<<< endl endl;;    

          

      returnreturn  00;;

}}  

  

doubledouble getAverage getAverage((intint  **arrarr,,  intint size size))  {{  

      intint i i,, sum  sum ==  00;;                

      doubledouble avg avg;;                      

    

      forfor  ((i i ==  00;; i  i << size size;;  ++++ii))  {{  

      sum       sum +=+= arr arr[[ii];];  

      }}  

   avg    avg ==  doubledouble((sumsum))  // size size;;  

    

      returnreturn avg avg;;

}}

When the above code is compiled together and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled together and executed, it produces the following result −

Average value is: 214.4Average value is: 214.4  
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Return Pointer from Functions in C++Return Pointer from Functions in C++

As we have seen in last chapter how C++ allows to return an array from a function, similar way C++As we have seen in last chapter how C++ allows to return an array from a function, similar way C++
allows you to return a pointer from a function. To do so, you would have to declare a function returningallows you to return a pointer from a function. To do so, you would have to declare a function returning
a pointer as in the following example −a pointer as in the following example −

int * myFunction() {int * myFunction() {  

   .   .  

   .   .  

   .   .  

}}  

Second point to remember is that, it is not good idea to return the address of a local variable to outsideSecond point to remember is that, it is not good idea to return the address of a local variable to outside
of the function, so you would have to define the local variable as of the function, so you would have to define the local variable as staticstatic variable. variable.

Now, consider the following function, which will generate 10 random numbers and return them usingNow, consider the following function, which will generate 10 random numbers and return them using
an array name which represents a pointer i.e., address of first array element.an array name which represents a pointer i.e., address of first array element.

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>

#include#include  <ctime><ctime>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

// function to generate and retrun random numbers.// function to generate and retrun random numbers.

intint  ** getRandom getRandom((  ))  {{  

      staticstatic  intint  r  r[[1010];];  

    

      // set the seed// set the seed  

   srand   srand((  ((unsignedunsigned))timetime(( NULL  NULL ))  ););  

        

      forfor  ((intint i  i ==  00;; i  i <<  1010;;  ++++ii))  {{  

      r      r[[ii]]  == rand rand();();  

      cout       cout <<<< r r[[ii]]  <<<< endl endl;;  

      }}  

    

      returnreturn r r;;

}}  

    

// main function to call above defined function.// main function to call above defined function.

intint main  main ()()  {{  

      // a pointer to an int.// a pointer to an int.  

      intint  **pp;;  

    

   p    p == getRandom getRandom();();  

      forfor  ((  intint i  i ==  00;; i  i <<  1010;; i i++++  ))  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "*(p + ""*(p + "  <<<< i  i <<<<  ") : "") : ";;  

      cout       cout <<<<  *(*(p p ++ i i))  <<<< endl endl;;  

      }}  
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      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled together and executed, it produces result something as follows −When the above code is compiled together and executed, it produces result something as follows −

624723190624723190  

14687356951468735695  

807113585807113585  

976495677976495677  

613357504613357504  

13772963551377296355  

15303152591530315259  

17789067081778906708  

18203541581820354158  

667126415667126415  

*(p + 0) : 624723190*(p + 0) : 624723190  

*(p + 1) : 1468735695*(p + 1) : 1468735695  

*(p + 2) : 807113585*(p + 2) : 807113585  

*(p + 3) : 976495677*(p + 3) : 976495677  

*(p + 4) : 613357504*(p + 4) : 613357504  

*(p + 5) : 1377296355*(p + 5) : 1377296355  

*(p + 6) : 1530315259*(p + 6) : 1530315259  

*(p + 7) : 1778906708*(p + 7) : 1778906708  

*(p + 8) : 1820354158*(p + 8) : 1820354158  

*(p + 9) : 667126415*(p + 9) : 667126415  
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C++ this PointerC++ this Pointer

Every object in C++ has access to its own address through an important pointer called Every object in C++ has access to its own address through an important pointer called thisthis pointer. pointer.
The The thisthis pointer is an implicit parameter to all member functions. Therefore, inside a member function, pointer is an implicit parameter to all member functions. Therefore, inside a member function,
this may be used to refer to the invoking object.this may be used to refer to the invoking object.

Friend functions do not have a Friend functions do not have a thisthis pointer, because friends are not members of a class. Only member pointer, because friends are not members of a class. Only member
functions have a functions have a thisthis pointer. pointer.

Let us try the following example to understand the concept of this pointer −Let us try the following example to understand the concept of this pointer −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>  

    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

  

classclass  BoxBox  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            // Constructor definition// Constructor definition  

            BoxBox((doubledouble l  l ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble b  b ==  2.02.0,,  doubledouble h  h ==  2.02.0))  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<"Constructor called.""Constructor called."  <<<< endl endl;;  

         length          length == l l;;  

         breadth          breadth == b b;;  

         height          height == h h;;  

            }}  

            doubledouble  VolumeVolume()()  {{  

                  returnreturn length  length ** breadth  breadth ** height height;;  

            }}  

            intint compare compare((BoxBox box box))  {{  

                  returnreturn  thisthis->->VolumeVolume()()  >> box box..VolumeVolume();();  

            }}  

              

      privateprivate::  

            doubledouble length length;;          // Length of a box// Length of a box  

            doubledouble breadth breadth;;        // Breadth of a box// Breadth of a box  

            doubledouble height height;;          // Height of a box// Height of a box

};};  

  

intint main main((voidvoid))  {{  

      BoxBox  Box1Box1((3.33.3,,  1.21.2,,  1.51.5););        // Declare box1// Declare box1  

      BoxBox  Box2Box2((8.58.5,,  6.06.0,,  2.02.0););        // Declare box2// Declare box2  

  

      ifif((Box1Box1..comparecompare((Box2Box2))))  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Box2 is smaller than Box1""Box2 is smaller than Box1"  <<<<endlendl;;  

      }}  elseelse  {{  

      cout       cout <<<<  "Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1""Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1"  <<<<endlendl;;  

      }}  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}
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When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Constructor called.Constructor called.  

Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1  
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Pure Virtual Functions and Abstract Classes in C++Pure Virtual Functions and Abstract Classes in C++

A pure virtual function is a virtual function in C++ for which we need not to write any function definitionA pure virtual function is a virtual function in C++ for which we need not to write any function definition
and only we have to declare it. It is declared by assigning 0 in the declaration.and only we have to declare it. It is declared by assigning 0 in the declaration.

An abstract class is a class in C++ which have at least one pure virtual function.An abstract class is a class in C++ which have at least one pure virtual function.

Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function.Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function.

Abstract class cannot be instantiated, but pointers and references of Abstract class type canAbstract class cannot be instantiated, but pointers and references of Abstract class type can

be created.be created.

Abstract classes are mainly used for Upcasting, so that its derived classes can use itsAbstract classes are mainly used for Upcasting, so that its derived classes can use its

interface.interface.

If an Abstract Class has derived class, they must implement all pure virtual functions, or elseIf an Abstract Class has derived class, they must implement all pure virtual functions, or else

they will become Abstract too.they will become Abstract too.

We can’t create object of abstract class as we reserve a slot for a pure virtual function inWe can’t create object of abstract class as we reserve a slot for a pure virtual function in

Vtable, but we don’t put any address, so Vtable will remain incomplete.Vtable, but we don’t put any address, so Vtable will remain incomplete.

Example CodeExample Code

#include#include<iostream><iostream>

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;

classclass B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  

            virtualvirtual  voidvoid s s()()  ==  00;;  // Pure Virtual Function// Pure Virtual Function

};};  

  

classclass D D::publicpublic B  B {{  

      publicpublic::  

            voidvoid s s()()  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<  "Virtual Function in Derived class\n""Virtual Function in Derived class\n";;  

            }}

};};  

  

intint main main()()  {{  

   B    B **bb;;  

   D dobj   D dobj;;  

   b    b ==  &&dobjdobj;;  

   b   b->->ss();();

}}

OutputOutput

Virtual Function in Derived classVirtual Function in Derived class
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Polymorphism in C++Polymorphism in C++

The word The word polymorphismpolymorphism means having many forms. Typically, polymorphism occurs when there is a means having many forms. Typically, polymorphism occurs when there is a
hierarchy of classes and they are related by inheritance.hierarchy of classes and they are related by inheritance.

C++ polymorphism means that a call to a member function will cause a different function to beC++ polymorphism means that a call to a member function will cause a different function to be
executed depending on the type of object that invokes the function.executed depending on the type of object that invokes the function.

Consider the following example where a base class has been derived by other two classes −Consider the following example where a base class has been derived by other two classes −

#include#include  <iostream><iostream>    

usingusing  namespacenamespace std std;;  

    

classclass  ShapeShape  {{  

      protectedprotected::  

            intint width width,, height height;;  

              

      publicpublic::  

            ShapeShape((  intint a  a ==  00,,  intint b  b ==  00){){  

         width          width == a a;;  

         height          height == b b;;  

            }}  

            intint area area()()  {{  

         cout          cout <<<<  "Parent class area :""Parent class area :"  <<<<endlendl;;  

                  returnreturn  00;;  

            }}

};};

classclass  RectangleRectangle::  publicpublic  ShapeShape  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            RectangleRectangle((  intint a  a ==  00,,  intint b  b ==  00):):ShapeShape((aa,, b b))  {{  }}  

              

            intint area  area ()()  {{    

         cout          cout <<<<  "Rectangle class area :""Rectangle class area :"  <<<<endlendl;;  

                  returnreturn  ((width width ** height height););    

            }}

};};  

  

classclass  TriangleTriangle::  publicpublic  ShapeShape  {{  

      publicpublic::  

            TriangleTriangle((  intint a  a ==  00,,  intint b  b ==  00):):ShapeShape((aa,, b b))  {{  }}  

              

            intint area  area ()()  {{    

         cout          cout <<<<  "Triangle class area :""Triangle class area :"  <<<<endlendl;;  

                  returnreturn  ((width width ** height  height //  22););    

            }}

};};  

  

// Main function for the program// Main function for the program

intint main main()()  {{  

      ShapeShape  **shapeshape;;  

      RectangleRectangle rec rec((1010,,77););  
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      TriangleTriangle  tri  tri((1010,,55););  

  

      // store the address of Rectangle// store the address of Rectangle  

   shape    shape ==  &&recrec;;  

        

      // call rectangle area.// call rectangle area.  

   shape   shape->->areaarea();();  

  

      // store the address of Triangle// store the address of Triangle  

   shape    shape ==  &&tritri;;  

        

      // call triangle area.// call triangle area.  

   shape   shape->->areaarea();();  

        

      returnreturn  00;;

}}

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result −

Parent class area :Parent class area :  

Parent class area :Parent class area :  

The reason for the incorrect output is that the call of the function area() is being set once by theThe reason for the incorrect output is that the call of the function area() is being set once by the
compiler as the version defined in the base class. This is called compiler as the version defined in the base class. This is called static resolutionstatic resolution of the function call, of the function call,
or or static linkagestatic linkage - the function call is fixed before the program is executed. This is also sometimes - the function call is fixed before the program is executed. This is also sometimes
called called early bindingearly binding because the area() function is set during the compilation of the program. because the area() function is set during the compilation of the program.

But now, let's make a slight modification in our program and precede the declaration of area() in theBut now, let's make a slight modification in our program and precede the declaration of area() in the
Shape class with the keyword Shape class with the keyword virtualvirtual so that it  so that it looks like this −looks like this −

class Shape {class Shape {  

   protected:   protected:  

      int width, height;      int width, height;  

              

   public:   public:  

      Shape( int a = 0, int b = 0) {      Shape( int a = 0, int b = 0) {  

         width = a;         width = a;  

         height = b;         height = b;  

      }      }  

      virtual int area() {      virtual int area() {  

         cout << "Parent class area :" <<endl;         cout << "Parent class area :" <<endl;  

         return 0;         return 0;  

      }      }  

};};  

After this slight modification, when the previous example code is compiled and executed, it producesAfter this slight modification, when the previous example code is compiled and executed, it produces
the following result −the following result −

Rectangle class areaRectangle class area  

Triangle class areaTriangle class area  
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This time, the compiler looks at the contents of the pointer instead of it's type. Hence, since addressesThis time, the compiler looks at the contents of the pointer instead of it's type. Hence, since addresses
of objects of tri and rec classes are stored in *shape the respective area() function is called.of objects of tri and rec classes are stored in *shape the respective area() function is called.

As you can see, each of the child classes has a separate implementation for the function area(). ThisAs you can see, each of the child classes has a separate implementation for the function area(). This
is how is how polymorphismpolymorphism is generally used. You have different classes with a function of the same name, is generally used. You have different classes with a function of the same name,
and even the same parameters, but with different implementations.and even the same parameters, but with different implementations.

Virtual FunctionVirtual Function

A A virtualvirtual function is a function in a base class that is declared using the keyword  function is a function in a base class that is declared using the keyword virtualvirtual. Defining in a. Defining in a
base class a virtual function, with another version in a derived class, signals to the compiler that webase class a virtual function, with another version in a derived class, signals to the compiler that we
don't want static linkage for this function.don't want static linkage for this function.

What we do want is the selection of the function to be called at any given point in the program to beWhat we do want is the selection of the function to be called at any given point in the program to be
based on the kind of object for which it is called. based on the kind of object for which it is called. This sort of operation is referred to as This sort of operation is referred to as dynamicdynamic
linkagelinkage, or , or late bindinglate binding..

Pure Virtual FunctionsPure Virtual Functions

It is possible that you want to include a virtual function in a base class so that it may be redefined in aIt is possible that you want to include a virtual function in a base class so that it may be redefined in a
derived class to suit the objects of that class, but that there is no meaningful definition you could givederived class to suit the objects of that class, but that there is no meaningful definition you could give
for the function in the base class.for the function in the base class.

We can change the virtual function area() in the base class to the following −We can change the virtual function area() in the base class to the following −

class Shape {class Shape {  

   protected:   protected:  

      int width, height;      int width, height;  

  

   public:   public:  

      Shape(int a = 0, int b = 0) {      Shape(int a = 0, int b = 0) {  

         width = a;         width = a;  

         height = b;         height = b;  

      }      }  

              

      // pure virtual function      // pure virtual function  

      virtual int area() = 0;      virtual int area() = 0;  

};};  

The = 0 tells the compiler that the function has no body The = 0 tells the compiler that the function has no body and above virtual function will be called and above virtual function will be called purepure
virtual functionvirtual function..
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